
SEE YOU AT THE SUMMIT
JOIN UNITED GRINDING NORTH AMERICA ON MAY 24 AND 25 IN MIAMISBURG, OHIO.

Apart from IMTS, there aren’t many places where all of us can meet up, share ideas and improve together. For that reason, 
UNITED GRINDING North America will hold its first-ever Precision Summit this May at our southwest Ohio headquarters.

 � STUDER S33

 � STUDER S100*

 � STUDER favorit with versaLoad

 � STUDER S36*

 � STUDER favoritCNC

 � STUDER S41

 � WALTER HELICHECK PLUS

 � WALTER HELITRONIC G200

 � WALTER HELITRONIC  
RAPTOR DIAMOND 

 � WALTER HELITRONIC MICRO

 � WALTER HELITRONIC  
VISION 400L

 � WALTER COMPACT LINE

 � BLOHM PLANOMAT XT 
Essential*

 � BLOHM PROFIMAT XT  
with tool changer*

DAY 1: WEDNESDAY, MAY 24
8:00 am – 5:00 pm:  
technical demonstrations

6:00 pm – 9:00 pm:  
after-hours event 

DAY 2: THURSDAY, MAY 25
8:00 am – 2:00 pm:  
technical demonstrations

2:00 pm – 5:00 pm:  
networking

* North America debut!

LIVE DEMOS

SCHEDULEWHY ATTEND THE PRECISION SUMMIT? 
 � See the latest premium and entry-level grinding machines from  

UNITED GRINDING

 � Get grinding software tips and tricks to boost productivity in a big way

 � Learn how UNITED GRINDING automation can help you improve efficiency 

 � Find ways to take advantage of reshoring trends in U.S. manufacturing

 � Network with industry peers and suppliers 

SOME THINGS YOU CAN EXPECT:
 � Live demos on 15+ UNITED GRINDING machines across our Cylindrical, 

Tool and Surface & Profile Divisions

 � A keynote by Harry Moser, founder of the Reshoring Initiative,  
exploring ways you can take advantage of the recent push for  
U.S.-based manufacturing

 � Highly productive and affordable new equipment, including the 
STUDER S36, STUDER S100, WALTER HELITRONIC G200 and  
BLOHM PLANOMAT XT Essential

 � A focus on lucrative and trending industries, with an emphasis on  
what job shops can do to break in and quickly earn revenue and 
reputation boosts

 � Plenty to eat and drink. Wouldn’t be a UGA event without it!



                        GET TO KNOW THE  
                         LATEST UNITED GRINDING       
                        EQUIPMENT—AND WHY      
                        IT’S SPECIAL.

STUDER S36 
The latest OD production grinding machine in 
the STUDER portfolio, able to accommodate 
a grinding wheel width up to 125 mm and 
diameter up to 610 mm. The wheelhead can 
be positioned at 0, 15 or 30 degrees. The 

combination of the XL grinding wheel and the wheelhead options make 
the S36 uniquely suited for EV—and plenty more industries, too.

STUDER S100
The latest universal ID machine in the STUDER 
family. Positioned as an “entry-level“ ID grinder, 
the S100 has an excellent price-to-performance 
ratio. It’s thanks to the world-class vibration 

dampening and thermal stability delivered by the Granitan S103 machine 
base, plus the super-simple user controls and operator interface delivered 
by StuderPictogramming and QuickSet software packages.

BLOHM PLANOMAT XT Essential
A new entry-level CNC surface and profile 
grinding machine from BLOHM. This three-axis 
machine excels at reciprocate and creep feed 
grinding applications thanks to its extreme rigid 

ductile cast iron components. An absolutely ideal machine for a job 
shop looking to get into surface and profile grinding.

BLOHM PROFIMAT XT with Tool Changer 
A new heavy-duty creep feed grinding machine 
equipped with an integrated tool changer for a 
whole new level of flexibility in the legendary 
PROFIMAT platform. The wheel changer 

magazine can hold up to eight grinding wheels, boosting productivity 
and delivering the capability for unmanned operations for the most 
complex workpieces.

MAKE THE PRECISION SUMMIT YOUR OWN 
WITH INTEREST-BASED BREAKOUTS.

Cylindrical – STUDER software experts will share best practices for 
machine programming and running your cylindrical grinding operation. 

Tool – WALTER Tool Studio software experts will share tips and tricks 
to take your tool grinding and eroding capabilities to new heights. 

Creep Feed Grinding – Creep feed grinding is getting big, and our 
experts will give you a 101-level scoop on what it is, why it’s gaining 
popularity and how you can use it to expand your application portfolio 
to deliver more value to your customers.

Surface and Profile – Do you have a surface/profile grinding machine 
that’s itching to go beyond aerospace? This session will show you how 
you can deploy your equipment to serve new industries.

And more to come!

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: HARRY MOSER

Harry is President of Reshoring Initiative, 
an organization focused on bringing 
manufacturing back to the United 
States. He also advocates for policy 
changes and workforce skill-building  
to make reshoring efforts smoother  
and more successful.

To RSVP, scan this QR code 
and complete the signup form. 

We’ll see you at the show!


